National Armaments Director
Martin Sonderegger

Command + Control + Reconnaissance Systems
Bernhard Knechtenhofer

Assistance
Marlyse Tchékoff

Resource Management
Aloys Kettela

Staff
William Scuntaro

Command + Control Systems
Stefan Keller
Communication Systems
Philippe Schmid
Computer Systems
Pierre Haldemann
Reconnaissance + Surveillance Systems
Benoit Hemmer

Contracts
Serge Guignard
Quality Management
Axel Schopen
National Armaments Director
Martin Sonneregger

Purchasing + Cooperations
Thomas Knecht

Assistance
Barbara Bürki

Controlling
Andrea Koskelainen

Head Customer Mgmt/Technologiescouting
Andreas Stier

Technology
Oskar Hollenstein
Support
Max Obrist
CC WTO
Alexander Hubler

Commerce - Goods
Ron Bertolla

Commerce - Services
René Ineichen